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I. INTRODUCTION 

The steps to understand how visual cryptographic scheme 

functions are explained as follows: 

 To store original data that is ATM PIN number 

into a bitmap file.  

 To generate shares that is to divide the original 

file into two files which is also called as share1 

and share2.  

 To overlap or put these two shares that is share1 

and share2 on one another, so we can recover 

original image.  

 Then we can take printout of share1 and share2 

on transparencies and we can put them on each 

other and we can regain or regenerate the original 

or data. 

The each and every pixel from original image is expanded 

into smaller subparts which can be considered as blocks. 

The number of white and black blocks is always same. If 

the pixel is going to divide into two parts then it will 

divide into one white and one black pixel.  

Then we can ready to generate or produce the two layers 

or shares. Out of these two layers, layer 1 is nothing but 

transparent layer which includes the random pixels. The 

layer 2 is also same except the black color pixels when 

overlapped. The state of these pixels is exactly opposite to 

the pixels which are present in layer 1. In this example, 

each pixel is going to rend into four subparts. To rend 

pixel, we can rend it into two rectangular subparts or into 

circles.  

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM  

The proposed is explained with the topics such as 

objectives, proposed algorithm, an example and conclusion 

and experimental results An easy way to comply with the 

conference paper formatting requirements  

 

A. Objectives  

 To provide security to an ATM PIN number 

while transferring it from bank to an account 

holder. 

 To learn and understand the basic model of 

(2, 2) VC scheme. 

 To learn how can we overcome the 

limitations of traditional cryptography? 

 

 At the same time to maintain security and 

quality of original data. 

B. Proposed Algorithm 

 Start 

 To open an application/project. 

 To login by entering password for 

verifying authentication. 

 Read an input that is ATM PIN number 

which is stored in monochrome (.BMP) 

file. 

 Create two parts which are called as First 

and second share respectively which are 

unreadable. 

 To take printouts of created two parts and 

Xerox them on transparencies. 

 Overlap or stack the created two parts on 

each other that mean we have to perform 

simple Boolean OR operation.  

 Reconstruct or recover an original ATM 

PIN number from recovered image 

C. An Example of  (2,2) VC Scheme 

In this core model, the 2 which is placed at first position 

denotes the minimum number of parts which are required 

to obtain an original image. Similarly the 2 which is placed 

at second position denotes the number of parts that we want 

to create. 

The core matrices are as follows  

            

                     1       0 

 B1   =          0       1 

 

 
B0 =             1             0 

                     1             0 

 

 
Consider the black pixel to be copy then dealer has to select 

B1 matrix. Similarly if we want to copy white pixel then 

we have to select B0 matrix. If we required the random 
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output, we have to permute the core matrices to obtain a set 

of permuted core matrices. 

 

C1 =      1      0     0     1 

              0      1     1     0 
 

 

C0 =      1      0     0     1 

              1      0     0     1 
 

 

To copy a black pixel, we have to choose randomly one of 

the matrices from set C1 & first row of selected matrix to 

be copied in first share and second row in second share. To 

copy a white pixel, we have to choose randomly one of the 

matrices from set C0 & first row of selected matrix to be 

copied in first share and second row in second share. Then 

we can put first share on other share that means we have to 

do addition of pixels of first and second share which is 

called as overlapping or stacking process. After this 

process, we will get an original data. The following figure 

shows a flow of an example of Visual Cryptographic 

scheme for banking applications. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Fig.1. Example of Visual Cryptography for Banking Application 

The Fig. 2 to Fig. 5 shows input image, images of two 

parts or shares and output image. 

         
Fig.2. Secret Image (Original Image) 

 

Fig.3. Share 1 

 

Fig.4. Share 2 

 
Fig.5. Recovered Image 

III. OR OPERATION 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Boolean OR Operation 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 
Fig. 7. Login Form 

 

 
Fig. 8. Loading 
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Fig. 9. Select Image 

 
Fig. 10. Generates Shares 

 

 

Fig.11 Share 1 and Share 2 

 
Fig. 12 Transfer of shares via Mail 

  

Fig. 13 Output Image 

V. CONCLUSION 

We can overcome on the limitation of cryptography using 

visual cryptographic scheme. This scheme does not require 

any complex and computational algorithms at the 

decryption and we can visualize original data by human 

eye. 

Also we can use this concept in banking sectors. Bank 

provides ATM PIN number to customers via postal or 

courier services and if any unauthorized person will get 

ATM PIN number then ha can hack the account of 

customer and ha can misuse it and which will lead to break 

the security of the systems. So to avoid this or to protect 

our ATM PIN number, we can use VC scheme. 
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